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Abstract 
Oertel, U. and A. Papadopoulos, Intersection operations for measured laminations carried by a 
branched manifold, Topology and its Applications 50 (1993) 99-116. 
We describe an algebraic intersection operation for measured laminations carried by a 
codimension-1 branched manifold embedded in a manifold. Using this operation we define 
real-valued intersection forms and obtain formulas for their values in terms of invariant measures 
on the branched manifolds. Finally, we use the intersection operation to define a multiple-valued 
intersection “operation” for isotopy classes of incompressible surfaces in a Haken manifold. 
Keywords: Branched manifold, measured lamination, intersection, Haken manifold, incompress- 
ible surface, surface. 
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Introduction, definitions, and an overview of the results 
Suppose M is an oriented (n + 1)-dimensional manifold. In general, given two 
codimension-1 embedded submanifolds F, and F, of M, to define an algebraic 
intersection F, . F2, the manifolds F, and F2 must be given orientations. However 
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if F, and F2 are carried by the same codimension-1 branched manifold B embedded 
in M, we will define an algebraic intersection operation without assigning orienta- 
tions to F, and F2. The result of the operation is a codimension-2 real homology 
class. The intersection operation is already well known for train tracks in surfaces 
and has been exploited to give additional structure to W. Thurston’s projective 
lamination space of a surface. We shall develop some formulas for evaluating the 
real-valued multilinear forms which arise from the intersection operation. Finally, 
we shall show that the operation yields a “multiple-valued operation” on the set of 
incompressible surfaces in a 3-manifold. 
We are working in the smooth category. For simplicity of exposition, we shall 
often suppose in discussions and proofs that M is a regular neighborhood of a 
connected closed branched manifold B. (See Section 1 for a brief definition of 
“branched manifold”.) Recall that to a codimension-1 branched manifold B embed- 
ded in a manifold M there is associated ajibered neighborhood N(B) of B, as shown 
in Figs. 1 and 3, which is “vertically” foliated by intervals. The frontier of the fibered 
neighborhood is divided into two parts called the horizontal boundary, a,N(B), and 
the vertical boundary, d,N(B) as shown, whose intersection is a codimension-1 
manifold in dN(B). The vertical l-foliation of N(B) restricted to c?,N( B) gives an 
I-bundle structure for d,N( B). There is a projection map n : M + M/ -collapsing 
fibers of N(B) and yielding a manifold M/ - homeomorphic to M. Recall that an 
n-dimensional lamination L is carried by B if it can be embedded in a jibered 
neighborhood N(B) of B transverse to the fibers, as shown in Fig. 1. It is filly carried 
if it intersects every fiber of N(B). Our results concern measured laminations carried 
by B, so we may assume that there exists a measured lamination which is fully 
carried by B. The branch locus of B is the set of points which do not have 
neighborhoods which are homeomorphic to R”. The branched manifold B is sub- 
divided by the branch locus (a cell complex in B of dimension n - 1) into sectors, 
a sector being the completion of a component of the complement in B of the branch 
locus (when the complement is given a path metric coming from a Riemannian 
metric on M). The branch locus can be regarded as the image of a smooth 
(n-1)-manifold (not necessarily connected), which is immersed in B and which 
is called the branching manifold. By definition, the branching manifold is the base 
of the I-bundle d,N(B). 
Any n-manifold L carried by B determines an invariant measure on B; i.e., it 
determines a weight vector assigning a weight to each sector, the weight of a sector 
being the number of times L “passes through the sector”. The weights must satisfy 
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Fig. 1. 
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branch equations as follows. If 2,) Z, and Z, are sectors with weights w,, w2 and 
w3 respectively, and Z, is joined to Z, at the branch locus to make the union smooth 
(i = 1,2), the n w,+w,= wj. Conversely, an invariant measure w on B determines 
a measured laminahm B(w) carried by I3, see for example [5]. 
Since we assume M = N(B), we can take the orientation double cover M’ of M, 
so as to make the lift of the foliation by l-dimensional fibers of N(B) orientable. 
We lift B to M’ and get a transversely oriented branched manifold B’. 
When B’ is equipped with an invariant measure, it defines, by integration, a linear 
form on the set of relative l-dimensional cycles in M’. The fact that the transverse 
measure satisfies the branch equations implies that this form is closed. This is 
analogous to the fact that a transversely oriented codimension-1 measured foliation 
on a manifold defines a closed l-form. Thus, an invariant measure on B’ defines 
an element of the real cohomology vector space H’( M’, JM’, R) or an element of 
the isomorphic homology space H,,( M’; R). If z(B) is the convex cone of nonnega- 
tive invariant measures (or “weight vectors”) on B, there is a natural linear map 
f: %(B) + H,,(M’; R) defined by lifting an invariant measure on B to an invariant 
measure on B’ and taking the resulting homology class. 
In the remainder of this introductory section, we shall define the intersection 
operations which are the objects of study, and we shall summarize the results of 
our study. 
Let us begin with the case n = 1. In this case, B is a train track embedded in a 
surface M which is a regular neighborhood of B, so we can assume that M = N(B). 
Associated to B, there is a canonical double cover M’ of M to which B lifts as a 
transversely oriented train track B’ (this is the “orientation double cover” of M 
corresponding to the foliation by the l-dimensional fibers of N(B)). Having fixed 
a transverse orientation on B’, we can define a bilinear product on the cone Y(B) 
of invariant measures on B by lifting measures on B to B’, interpreting them as 
classes in H,( M’; R) as explained above, and then taking algebraic intersection in 
M’. This is the usual product in homology, H,( M’; R) x H,( M’; R) + R. But this 
same bilinear product on z(B) can be defined directly on the surface M, without 
reference to B’. The form is the well-known intersection form defined on the space 
of measured laminations carried by B, see [7,8], which we now recall by first defining 
it on the set of curve systems carried by B, and then extending to the measured 
laminations carried by this train track. 
Given two curve systems L, and L, which are carried by B and which intersect 
transversely, we wish first to assign a sign to each intersection point of L, and L, . 
The fact that these systems of curves are both carried by B makes this possible. 
Locally, near each intersection point in N(B) we choose a (transverse) orientation 
for B given by a transverse vector N representing a local orientation of the I-foliation 
of N(B). This induces orientations on L, and L, locally (given by tangent vectors 
TO and Ti) such that (N, T(i) is the orientation on M. Since L, and L, are now 
oriented in a neighborhood of the intersection point, we can find the sign of the 
intersection in the usual way, see Fig. 2. Reversing the orientation N reverses the 
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Fig. 2. 
orientations on both LO and L, yielding the same sign for the intersection since 
(-TO, -T,) gives the same orientation on A4 as (T,, T,). The intersection I(&, L,) 
is then defined as the total number of intersection points counted with sign. 
We really want to define Z on equivalence classes of curve systems carried by B, 
where L, and L, are equivalent if they induce the same weight vector on B (or, 
equivalently, if they are isotopic through curve systems embedded in N(B) and 
transverse to the fibers). If we define Z in this way, it will be a function on pairs of 
integer invariant measures on B. In fact, rational invariant measures also represent 
weighted curve systems, so Z is defined on pairs of rational invariant measures on 
B. To see that Z is well defined on equivalence classes of curve systems, notice that 
the lifts Ll, and Li to the orientation double cover M’= N(B’) have two positive 
(negative) intersections for every positive (negative) intersection of Lo and L, . Here, 
L& and L; are oriented by the transverse orientation of B’ and represent elements 
of H,(M’; R). The intersection form Z calculated in M by our rule satisfies 
Z(L,, L,) =$(Lb, L{), where ( , ) denotes the usual intersection form in H,(M’; R). 
It remains to extend the definition of Z to all pairs Lo and L, of measured 
laminations carried by B. For this purpose, consider the cone Y(B) of nonnegative 
invariant measures on the train track B. Each invariant measure in Y(B) corresponds 
to a measured lamination carried by B, and each measured lamination carried by 
B determines an invariant measure in Y(B). g(B) can be expressed as {c,w, +. . . + 
Ckwk,CisO} where S,=B(w,),..., Sk = B(wk) are certain curve systems carried by 
B. (The Si represent vertices of the projectivized Y?(B), which is a compact convex 
polyhedron, called A(B). That these vertices are represented by systems of closed 
curves is a consequence of the fact that the cone V(B) is defined by linear equations 
with integer coefficients; the vertices are therefore represented by some integer 
nonnegative weights on the train track, which correspond to laminations which are 
systems of closed curves.) Given curve systems L, and L, carried by B we can write 
L,,= B(q)= B(q,,w,+. . .+C,,kWk), 
L,=B(u,)=B(c,,w,+~~~+~,~w~) 
where the coefficients cij are rational numbers. So by definition, 
Z(&, L,)=f(c,,S;+’ ’ ‘+C,,,&, c,,s’,+’ ’ ‘+c,,$;) 
where S; is the lift to M’ of S, with an orientation coming from a transverse 
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orientation chosen for B’. Thus the formula shows that the function Z( B( no), B( u,)) 
is bilinear in rational invariant measures u,, and v,; and clearly there is a unique 
bilinear extension from the rational invariant measures to all of %(B) obtained by 
allowing the c,, to be arbitrary positive reals. 
Let us note finally that the form Z can be defined on the vector space of all 
weights (not necessarily nonnegative) on the train track B satisfying the branch 
equations. At each point of the convex cone S’(B), the vector space of all weights 
satisfying the branch equations is naturally identified with the tangent space to the 
cone (S?(B) at this point. In this way, if we restrict the definition to train tracks 
which are maximal (i.e., to those which carry a set of maximal dimension in the 
measured lamination space) the extended form can be considered as being defined 
on the tangent space at each point of the measured lamination space (in the 
dimension considered, n = l), and one can show that it is nondegenerate (for a 
proof, see [S, Appendix 21). In fact, this defines the elements of Thurston’s “piece- 
wise-linear symplectic structure” on the measured lamination space of the surface. 
We now attempt to generalize to obtain operations on manifolds carried by 
branched manifolds of higher dimension. 
Suppose that we have two n-manifolds L, and L, carried by B” so that LO and 
L, can be assumed to be embedded in N(B) transverse to the fibers of N(B) and 
also mutually transverse. Then H = L,,n L, is an (n - 1)-manifold. We shall first 
assign an orientation to H, then we will show that H gives a well-defined homology 
class. To define the orientation on H, we choose a local (transverse) orientation on 
B which locally induces orientations on LO and L, . Locally taking the usual algebraic 
intersection of L, and L, we obtain a local orientation on H. Again, reversing the 
chosen local orientation N on B reverses the orientations on both LO and L,, hence 
the orientation on H is well defined. We define Z( L,, L,) = [HI, the real homology 
class of the oriented manifold H. Since H clearly depends on the position of LO 
and L, in N(B), it remains to show that Z is well defined. To do this, choose an 
orientation on B’. The orientation on B’ gives orientations to the lifts Lh and L: to 
M’ of the laminations Lo and L, , hence they represent cohomology classes. As in 
the case where n = 1, the class [H] is well defined as the projection of the dual of 
the cup product of the cohomology classes determined by the lifts of Lb and L; . If 
H and fi are different oriented manifolds obtained as above, their lifts H’ and fii, 
are homologous, whence also H and H are homologous. 
As before, we can extend the definition of Z to all laminations carried by B using 
continuity. By duality, we can regard Z( LO, L,) either as a homology class in 
H,-,(M; R) or as a cohomology class in H2(M, dM; R), but we shall continue to 
work with homology. We define 
Z(LO,. . . , .&?-I) = Z(L”, L)* Z(L2, L3) . . ’ Z(LZk-2, L--L). 
This is an algebraic intersection of homology classes, a class in Hn+,_2k(M; R). 
We are particularly interested in multilinear forms. When n is odd Z(L,, . . , L,) 
has values in H,,(M; R) which can be identified with R, so this is one such form. 
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When n is even, we define another multilinear form J as follows: 
J(Ll;b,..., L,)=[L,l.I(L,,...,L,) 
where now LO is a transversely oriented lamination carried by B and [&,I is its 
homology class. We shall assume that LO is carried by a transversely oriented 
subbranched manifold C of B, and that it obtains its orientation from C. In Section 
1, we obtain formulas for the forms I and J in terms of weights on B. 
We observe that it is possible to define intersection operations similar to I and 
J for measured laminations carried by higher codimension branched manifolds 
embedded in a manifold. For example, if L, and L, are surfaces carried by a 
branched surface embedded in an oriented 4-manifold M, then it is possible to 
define an intersection I(_&, L,) with an integer value. However, since higher 
codimension measured laminations are not determined by weights on the branched 
manifolds which carry them, the operations for higher codimension branched 
manifolds seem less interesting to us. 
We now turn to an application to incompressible surfaces in 3-manifolds. In 
general, the operation I is defined in terms of a given branched manifold. For 
incompressible surfaces we shall obtain an algebraic intersection “operation” which 
does not depend on any choice of branched surfaces. Let M be a Haken 3-manifold 
and let Y be the set of isotopy classes of closed orientable incompressible surfaces 
in M. We shall define a function K from Y x Y to the set of finite subsets of classes 
in H,( M; [w). If S,,, S, E 9, we define K(S,, S,) as follows: Isotope S, so that SO n S, 
is simplified; this means that there are no trivial curves of intersection and no 
product regions between SO and S, , see [6] or Section 2 below. Then choose a sense 
of pinching along each curve of intersection such that Sow S, becomes a branched 
surface B with “bands of contact” instead of curves of intersection. Among the 
finite number of branched surface structures for S,u S, constructed in this way, 
some may be incompressible branched surfaces, see [2,4]. For each incompressible 
branched surface structure B we obtain a class I($, S,), then K(S,, S,) is defined 
to be the set of homology classes obtained in this way. The proof that K is well 
defined will be given in Section 2. 
The remaining two sections of this paper are independent. Section 1 is devoted 
to the formulas for the multilinear forms I and J. Section 2 deals with applications 
to 3-manifolds. 
The authors thank the University Louis Pasteur, the CNRS (France), and the 
NSF (United States) for providing the support which made this work possible. We 
also thank the referee for his/her comments. 
1. Formulas for the forms 
Suppose, as usual, that B is a codimension-1 branched manifold of dimension n 
embedded in an oriented manifold M. 
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Let us reexamine the definition of the multilinear form I assuming that n is odd. 
The definition we gave in Section 0 was: 
L(L”,..., L,) = I(L”, L,).L(L,, L3). . . I(L-1, -&I) 
where each L, is a measured lamination carried by B. Let us assume that each Lj 
is a manifold of dimension n. Then Z(L,,, L,) is defined by embedding Lo and L, 
in N(B) transverse to fibers and transverse to each other, choosing a local transverse 
orientation for B near each point of the intersection manifold H, locally assigning 
to L,, and L, transverse orientations induced by the local transverse orientation of 
B, then assigning to H the orientation obtained by locally taking the algebraic 
intersection of Lo and L,. We showed in the introduction that the orientation on 
H is independent of the local choice of transverse orientation on B, and further, 
that H represents a well-defined homology class of dimension n - 1. If we now 
embedeachofL,,L ,,..., L, in N(B) transverse to the fibers and so that the union 
is in general position, then the same method gives I(L,, . . . , L,) as an algebraic 
sum of (n + 1)-fold intersection points of L,,, L, , . . . , L,. The sign of each intersec- 
tion point is obtained by locally choosing a transverse orientation for B near the 
intersection point, then finding the sign of the intersection point as the algebraic 
intersection of the L, when each L, is locally given the orientation induced by the 
local transverse orientation on B. 
When n is arbitrary, and C is a transversely oriented subbranched manifold of 
B, we defined another intersection form J. If L, is a manifold carried by C, and 
L I,..., L, are manifolds carried by B, then we can calculate J(L,; L, , . . . , L,) in 
a similar way: All intersection points of the manifolds L,, L,, . . . , L, (embedded 
in N(B) transverse to fibers and in general position) lie in the portion of N(B) 
corresponding to C, i.e., in rTT-‘( C). Hence the transverse orientation on C induces 
orientations on L,, . . . , L,, near the intersection point, and the sign of the intersection 
point is determined in the usual way, as the algebraic intersection of oriented 
manifolds. 
As we indicated in the introduction, there are simple formulas giving I and J in 
terms of the weights on B. To explain the formulas, one needs the local models for 
a generic n-dimensional branched manifold. Our figures will illustrate the cases 
n-1,2. 
To build a local model 021” for a generic branched manifold B”, one arranges 
n + 1 unit n-discs D,,, D, , . . . , D, in a stack in R”+‘, each disc Di being the standard 
unit disc in R” equipped with the usual Cartesian coordinates x,,, . . . , x,_, . Then, 
for some permutation (T of (1,. . . , n}, one identifies the half-disc x,(;) s 0 in D, 
with the half-disc x,(,) s 0 in D,,, , for each i = 0,. . , n - 1 as shown in Fig. 3. We 
give the resulting space a smooth structure such that each Di is a smooth disc. In 
general, more than one local model is necessary, but we shall use %” to denote any 
of these. Q” is given a smooth structure such that each disc D, is smoothly immersed 
in 021”. These local models define a generic branched manifold: A generic branched 
manifold of dimension n is a space with a smooth structure such that a neighborhood 
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of each point is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of a point in the model Ou”. The 
definition of a (not necessarily generic) branched manifold is similar, but infinitely 
many models are needed, each model being constructed by taking a stack of 
arbitrarily many n-discs, and glueing successive discs on arbitrary half-discs with 
smooth boundary. 
The fibered neighborhood of %” in R”+’ can be obtained from D” x I by removing 
n half-slices as shown in Fig. 3. By our construction of the model, there is actually 
a well-defined projection p : %” + D”. 
Each of these models is centered at a point representing the worst kind of 
singularity in a generic branched n-manifold, an n-fold intersection of the (n - 
1)-dimensional branching manifold, which we will call a vertex of the branch locus. 
Note that an invariant measure on a” is determined by assigning weights to the 
discs Do,Dl,..., D,. These weights we call the light weights at the vertex. 
Notice that the branching manifold of any branched manifold B has a transverse 
orientation in I?. This is most easily described in the local model Q”. The branching 
manifold p of %” has n components pi, i = 1,. . . , n, where pi is the boundary of 
the area of identification of Di_, and Di in the construction of 52”. The component 
pi has a transverse orientation toward the area of identification. Notice that a (local) 
orientation on a branched manifold B therefore induces a (local) orientation on 
the branching manifold of B. 
Definition 1.1. Let v be a vertex of a generic n-dimensional branched manifold B 
in M”+’ and let N be a normal vector to B at v. As explained above, we can identify 
a neighborhood of v in B with a local model Ou” obtained by identifying discs 
D,,, . . . , D, in the order determined by the transverse orientation N. The transverse 
orientation N determines an orientation on Q”. We define the sign of (v, N) to be 
the sign of the algebraic self-intersection of the branching manifold, p, at v. More 
precisely, it is the algebraic self-intersection of p(p) in D”. 
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Fig. 4. 
The definition needs some motivation. We claim that the sign is the same as the 
sign of the (n + 1)-fold intersection of the discs DO, . . . , D,, each transversely 
oriented by N after they are perturbed slightly as shown in Fig. 4. In fact, fixing 
D,, and perturbing Di by “rotating” slightly about p, in the appropriate sense 
(i=l,..., n), we see that the pattern of oriented discs (Di n D,,) in DO is the same 
as the pattern p(p) in D”. 
Assuming has a Riemannian structure, we make as 
follows. We the transverse orientation in %%I” (regarded as 
of u the component pi of the branching manifold Di and by 
a normal N, at u (tangent to We identify as the normal to then we 
the other discs one one. We D,, i = 1,. n, that its normal 
at for small F,. Di about of the branching 
manifold. Then the of the intersection of the of (N, 
is the as the of (N, N, , . . N,,), which 
turn is sign of intersection of /I;. 
Next examine an point of + 1 L, , . . L,,, carried 
B”, transverse the fibers N(B). Locally, are looking n + mutually 
transverse all transverse fibers of The information the intersec- 
given by can be by pinching discs along of 
intersection shown in 5. 
For 2 3, branched manifold for an + 1)-fold is difficult 
imagine, but our formula, we really is the of vertices the 
model. n = the number 2; for = 2, number is In Fig. one sees 
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six vertices. The situation in general is that of the intersection of the n + 1 coordinate 
planes near the origin in R”+‘. We have to make the choice of two opposite orthants, 
say those defined by xi < 0, i = 0,. . . , n and xi > 0, i = 0,. . . , n. There are as many 
vertices as there are different ways of going from one of these orthants to the other, 
by crossing each of the n + 1 hyperplanes exactly once. Thus, in general, there are 
(n + l)! vertices, each corresponding to a permutation of the hyperplanes labeled 
0, 1, . . . , n. 
When giving formulas for the forms I and J, applied to laminations L, = B(Y) 
carried by B, we will simplify notation by defining 
J(Y,,..., Y??) = J(B( Yo), . . ., N Yn)) 
and 
J(Y,; YL,..., Y,) = J(B( Y0); B( Yr), . . . , B( Yn)). 
For each fixed vertex v of B we identify a neighborhood of v in B with Ou”, and 
weletx,,.. . , X,, represent the n + 1 different invariant measures on 011” determined 
by Y,,..., Y, respectively, each Xi having n + 1 entries xii which are the light 
weights. 
Proposition 1.2. Let B, be a branched manifold in M”+’ and let Y,, . . . , Y,, be n + 1 
invariant measures on B” representing laminations Li = B( Yi). Then if n is odd, 
I(Y”,..., Y,)= &E s&w(v) Wx,j) 
. v 
where the sum is over vertices v of B, X, is the vector of light weights determined by 
Yi at the vertex v, ordered according to a chosen normal Nat v, and sign(v) denotes 
the sign of (v, N). 
If n is arbitrary, suppose B has an oriented subbranched manzfold C and suppose 
Y0 is supported on C, Then 
J(Y,; Y,,..., Y,)= &C sign(v) det(x,,) 
. u 
where the sum is over vertices v of B in C and where sign(v) denotes sign(v, N) with 
N the transverse orientation of C at v. 
The proof of the proposition uses the notion of a pinching of a branched manifold. 
We say B, is a pinching of B0 if N(B,) = N(B,) uJ where J is an I-bundle over 
an n-manifold, V say, which intersects N(B,) nicely. Writing aLJ for the I-bundle 
over aV, and a,,J for the al-bundle corresponding to J, we require that: J n 
N( B,) c aJ; a,,J = a,,N( B,); and that a,J -dhJ intersects N( B,) in an int( I)-bundle 
over a submanifold a,v of aV with finitely many components. Let a, V be the 
complementary compact manifold of aOV in a V. In general a, V and a, V might 
intersect in a codimension-1 submanifold of a V, but if this is the case we can extend 
J a little without changing B, significantly. Thus we shall assume that a,,V and a, V 
are disjoint, each a union of components of a V. We may now regard V as a cobordism 
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between &V and a, V The cobordism can be built up as a l-parameter family V,, 
0 s t =S 1 of subsets of V, where V, = ~3, V, V, = V, and V, is a manifold for all but a 
finite number of values of t: namely, r =0 and values of t corresponding to 
Morse-theoretic events. For values of t such that V, is a manifold, d,V is a union 
of components of d V,. We also assume that Vu c V, if u < t. Clearly then, for generic 
values of t, the preimage J, of V, under projection in J exhibits a pinching B, of 
B0 with N(B,) = N(B,) u J,. Thus we get a l-parameter family of pinchings B, of 
B0 with events at exceptional times, when r # 0 and V, is not a manifold. At these 
exceptional times, B, is not strictly a branched manifold. For each pinching B, of 
B,, there is a natural pinching map which is the unique map p satisfying p 0 r0 = rr, 
where rrO and n, are projection maps from fibered neighborhoods of B. and B,. 
The events in a generic l-parameter family B, of pinchings are difficult to classify. 
Fortunately, we are only concerned with those events which affect the vertices of 
the branch locus. We would like to analyze the events in a simpler setting, and since 
the events are local, this is most easily achieved by extending N( B,) in the neighbor- 
hood of some interval fiber to a product R” x I, 
R” x Z + R”, we can project the 
branching manifold for B, to KS” for t in a small interval of time. The branching 
manifold projected to R” is just an immersed manifold X, in R”. Thus each event 
for the pinching corresponds to an event in R” involving a l-parameter family of 
smooth immersed (n - 1)-manifolds. Certain events are Morse theoretic; they corres- 
pond to events at time t where, for small E, V,_, and V,,, differ by the addition of 
a handle of some index. 
Xt 
Fig. 6. 
Clearly we can assume that the Morse-theoretic events are isolated in time and 
space from events that involve self-intersections of the branching manifold. There- 
fore, we can henceforth restrict attention to the events between two successive 
Morse-theoretic events. This means that the topological type of the branching 
manifold does not change, and, after projection to R” we are dealing with homotopies 
of X, in R”. Further, we can modify our family so that time can be divided into 
subintervals in each of which only a small portion of the branching manifold 
advances. Thus we may assume that, after projection, of the components 
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&I,, Xl,, . . . , X,, of X,, only one moves; let us suppose that X0, is the one that 
moves. Now we can assume that the family X0, corresponds to a height function h 
on [w” whose level sets are X0, and that the remaining X,, are fixed and in general 
position. Let us refer to X,, u X,, u . . . u X,, as X. We now perturb the height 
function (i.e., the family X0,) to put X in “Morse position”. Clearly the l-skeleton 
X”’ is a l-complex with singularities of just one type. These are vertices near which 
X is modelled on the coordinate planes in [w”, with X(l) corresponding to the 
coordinate axes. We may choose the height function such that critical points of the 
i-fold intersections are away fromj-fold intersections,j > i. In particular, the extrema 
of X(‘) are away from the singularities of X . (‘I Now since X0, is a horizontal 
hyperplane rising monotonically as t increases, it is easy to describe the events 
involving the vertices: 
(1) Simplex event. This is the event obtained by taking X to be the coordinate 
hyperplanes in [w”, but tilted so that there are no critical points in any dimension. 
The horizontal hyperplane rises past the vertex of X. In the process, one complemen- 
tary simplex disappears and is replaced by another 
(2) Birth/death event. The birth is the event obtained by taking X to be the union 
of n - 1 hyperplanes intersecting in a line, deformed so that the line has a single 
minimum, but there are no other extrema on any other j-fold intersections. As the 
horizontal hyperplane rises, two vertices appear. The death event is the inverse. 
To see that these are the events, note that each critical point of X(l) yields a birth 
or death event, while each vertex of X yields a simplex event. 
Reinterpreting these events in the branched manifold B,, one sees that each event 
(1) corresponds to an event where a simplex sector appears or disappears (see Fig. 
7), while the event (2) corresponds to the birth or death of a pair of vertices of the 
branch locus. 
We have proved: 
Lemma 1.3. If B,, 0 s t s 1 is a 1 -parameter family of pinchings, then there is another 
family B, for which the only events affecting the vertices of the branching manifold are 
simplex events or birth/death events. 
Fig. 7. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.2. We shall give a proof of the formula for J when n = 2, 
and B is a branched surface in a 3-manifold; then we will indicate what is needed 
to generalize to obtain formulas for I and J for arbitrary n (the formula for I when 
n = 1 was done in [7]). We prove that the formula is correct by checking it is correct 
when I?( YO) = I!,,,, B( Y,) = L,, and B( Y2) = L2 are surfaces; then by the fact that 
both the formula and the form are linear we are done. 
Embed Lo, L, , L2 in N(B) transverse to the fibers and mutually transverse. Then 
pinch Lou L, u L, along curves of intersection as indicated in Fig. 5(b) to get a 
branched surface B. carried by B, i.e., embeddable in N(B) transverse to fibers. 
We first check that the formula is correct in the branched surface B,,. For example, 
if in Fig. 5(b) the transverse orientation points out of the paper, and L, = Di are 
the discs used to construct the model B, then we get six terms in the formula, the 
total contribution is *l, the intersection number with appropriate sign. 
We can assume that B, is fuZZy curried by B, i.e., embeddable in N(B) transverse 
to fibers and intersecting every fiber. (If not, we consider the subbranched surface 
6 of B which fully carries B,. Then we prove the result for g. Every contribution 
from the formula coming from a vertex not belonging to g is zero, because one of 
the light weights is zero. The other vertices of B make the same contribution as 
corresponding vertices of g.) With this assumption, there is a pinching of B,, to B. 
The pinching can be carried out as a l-parameter family B, (t E [0, 11) ending with 
B, = B. We assume the family B, is chosen as in Lemma 1.3. We wish to show that 
as t increases, whenever there is an event that affects the set of vertices of B,, or 
their associated light weights, the formula applied to B, after the event has the same 
value as before the event. The birth/death events clearly introduce/remove cancelling 
pairs of terms to the formula. In each event involving the appearance/disappearance 
of a triangle, we are dealing with a subbranched surface 2/-r of B, similar to the 
model Qn, but “Ir: is built by stacking four discs instead of three, then gluing adjacent 
ones along half-discs. As t increases the area of identification between discs increases. 
Each of the three invariant measures on B, determined by the surfaces Lo, L, and 
L, induces corresponding invariant measures on “try, which are completely deter- 
mined by four “light weights”. At each time t the three invariant measures on clr: 
are determined by vectors W,, W, and W, each having four entries, which actually 
remain unchanged as t increases. By linearity, it is enough to check that the formula 
gives the same result before and after the event when each W, is a standard basis 
vector. But if each W, is a standard basis vector, at most one vertex contributes to 
the formula at any time, and for each vertex which contributes to the event, there 
is a corresponding vertex which contributes the same value after the event. In other 
words, when one omits from each ‘V: the sector where all three measures are 0, 
then there is no event. 
For n > 2 and for the form I the proof is essentially the same. When one pinches 
the transverse intersections of the n + 1 n-manifolds L,,, . . . , L,, each point of 
intersection yields (n + 1) ! vertices of the branched manifold Bo. By Lemma 1.3 the 
events in a generic family of pinchings B, are either birth/death events or they 
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involve the appearance or disappearance of the boundary of an n-simplex in the 
branch locus. Again, the branched manifold in a neighborhood of an appearing or 
disappearing n-simplex can be modelled by a branched manifold V: constructed 
by stacking n + 2 discs and identifying adjacent ones on half-discs, the area of 
identification increasing with time. Contributions in the formula I are calculated 
in the same way as in the formula J, except that the rule for obtaining the sign is 
slightly different, so the analysis of the simplex event is the same. The reader should 
check that birth/death events do indeed introduce or remove terms of equal and 
opposite sign, because the vertices of the pair have opposite sign. 0 
2. An intersection operation for incompressible surfaces 
The main purpose of this section is to define a multiple-valued intersection 
operation K on isotopy classes of incompressible surfaces in a Haken 3-manifold 
M. Before doing this, we describe the analogous operation for isotopy classes of 
essential curve systems in surfaces. 
Let M be a surface which is closed, connected, oriented, and of genus 22, and 
let S, and S, be two essential curve systems in M. We shall define a finite set of 
real numbers K(S,, S,), which we shall think of as a multiple-valued intersection 
function. Thus, if % is the set of isotopy classes of curve systems in M, then K is 
a function, K : %’ x % + 2R. To find the values of K at (S,, S,), first “tighten” to 
minimize the number of intersection points of S,, and S, by isotopy of SO and S,. 
This can be done, for example, by making SO and S, geodesic in M, when M is 
given a hyperbolic structure. This tight position is unique up to isotopy. Now make 
S,,u S1 into a train track by choosing at each point of intersection one of the two 
ways of pinching to make SO u S, a train track near the point of intersection, see Fig. 8. 
If there are k points of intersection, there are 2k possible train track structures 
for S,,u S, . Discard all the train tracks except those that are essential train tracks 
in M, i.e., all except those train tracks which have no complementary monogons or 
nullgons. For each essential train track, we obtain an intersection number I ( SO, S, ), 
and K(S,,, S,) is defined to be the finite set of these numbers. Notice that K has 
the antisymmetry property K(&, S,) = -K(S, , S,), where the - is applied to all 
numbers in the set K(S,, S,). 
Fig. 8. 
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In a similar way, one can define &OS, to be the set of curve systems obtained 
by adding the measures for S, and S, in each of the essential train tracks B obtained 
from SO u S, . This amounts to doing a cut-and-paste operation on S,u S, in the 
sense indicated by the train track structure, see Fig. 9. 
The “operation” 0 is a function 0: % x %? + 2”, the set of finite subsets of %. 
Calculation of K or 0 is easy for particular examples. 
Turning now to incompressible surfaces in 3-manifolds, we describe similar 
operations 0 and K in the same way. There is a notion of an essential or incompress- 
ible branched surface, see [2], [4] or [6], which ensures that surfaces carried by an 
Fig. 9. 
essential branched surface are incompressible. Difficulties arise because, given a 
pair of incompressible surfaces S, and S, , there is not a unique way (and in general, 
there are not even finitely many ways) to simplify the intersection. 
Important ideas needed to define K can be found in [6], where the operation 0 
was defined. Let Y be the set of isotopy classes of 2-sided incompressible surfaces 
in a Haken manifold M. If F and S represent elements of Y’, we say F n S is 
simplified if F and S are transverse, if there are no curves of intersection trivial in 
r,(M), and if there are no product regions between F and S. A product region is 
a map f of a product, H x I, into M, where H is a compact surface with nonempty 
boundary, f( H x 0) c F, f( H x 1) c S, f(dH x I) c F n S, f restricted to int( H) x I 
is an embedding, and for all y E dH, flyx, maps to a point of F n S. Pairs of curve 
systems in a surface can be “tightened” in a unique way to simplify intersections; 
pairs of incompressible surfaces in an irreducible 3-manifold can also be isotoped 
to simplify intersections, but not in a way unique up to isotopy. The problem of 
nonuniqueness is dealth with using the main technical result of [6], which says that 
if F n So is simplified and F n S, is simplified, where SO and S, are both isotopic 
to S, then there is an isotopy S, from SO to S, such that F n S, is simplified at all 
times except isolated times when the standard event occurs, a standard event being 
the event modelled at t = 0 by the intersection of S, = {z = t}C R’ with F = 
{z =x2-y*}. Using this technical result, the following is proved: 
Proposition 2.1 (see [6]). Suppose F n So is simplijed and F n S, is simplijed, where 
F and S represent elements of 9, and S, and S, are both isotopic to S. Then for every 
incompressible branched surface structure B, for F u S,, there exists an incompressible 
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branched surface structure B, for F u S, such that tf F = B,( u,,) = B,( u,), SO = B,( v,) 
andS, = B,(q), then Bo(uO+ vO) is isotopic to BI(u, + v,). (B,(u, + vi) isjust thesurfuce 
obtained by performing a cut-and-paste operation on F u Si in the sense indicated by Bi.) 
Further, S, can be chosen so that F n S, is simplified at all times except at times of 
standard events. With this choice, F u S, can be given a continuously changing incom- 
pressible branched surface structure B, such that at all times, F and S, are carried by 
B,, and B,(u,+v,) is isotopic to B,(uO+vv,) (where B,(u,)= Fund B,(v,)=S,). 
The proposition was used in [6] to define the multiple-valued “operation” 0 on 
Y: FO S is the set of elements of Y obtained from F u S in simplified position by 
performing cut-and-paste operations on F u S in the various ways corresponding 
to incompressible branched structures on F u S. (Note: Possibly FOS is empty.) 
Recall that in the introductory section we defined a function K, from YX 9 to 
the set of finite subsets of classes in H,(M; Iw). If F, SE 9, we defined K( F, S) as 
follows: Isotope S so that F n S becomes a branched surface B with “bands of 
contact” instead of curves of intersection. Among the finite number of branched 
surface structures for F u S constructed in this way, some may be incompressible 
branched surfaces, see [2,4]. For each incompressible branched surface structure 
B we obtain a class I( F, S). Then K (F, S) is defined to be the finite set of homology 
classes obtained in this way. 
Proposition 2.2. The function K : Y x Y+ 2”lcM’IW) is well defined and satis$es 
K(F,S)=-K(S, F). 
Proof. To show that K is well defined we must show that our definition is indepen- 
dent of the particular position of F and S with F n S simplified. Regarding F as 
fixed, let F u SO and F u S, represent two different simplified positions, with Si 
isotopic to S. Proposition 2.1 tells us that there is an isotopy S, such that F u S, has 
a continuously changing branched surface structure B,, see Fig. 10. In the figure 
we have indicated the branched surface structure for B, by showing curves of 
intersection of F and S, as tangent intersections rather than showing bands of 
contact. The oriented intersection curve H, which represents I(F, S,) changes with 
time t by isotopy except at isolated times when standard events occur. Part of the 
content of Proposition 2.1 is that the sense of pinching is consistent at the time t 
Fig. 10. 
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of the event, and Fig. 10 shows that the induced orientations on ZZ, are also consistent, 
so that H,_, is homologous to ZZ,+, for small e. This shows that HO and H, are 
homologous. 0 
To conclude this section we shall show how the intersection operation Z( ,) can 
be used to rephrase the proof of the following theorem due to Hatcher, see [3]. 
Theorem 2.3 (Hatcher). Suppose M is an orientable Haken manifold with one boundary 
component which is a torus T. Then the number of isotopy classes of closed curves in 
T realized as boundaries of incompressible and a-incompressible surfaces in M is finite. 
Proof. By the main theorem in [2], there is a finite collection of incompressible 
branched surfaces in M such that every incompressible and a-incompressible surface 
in M is carried by a branched surface of the collection. Let B be one of these; then 
aB is a train track in T = aM. We choose an orientation for M and we orient T as 
the boundary of M. The properties of incompressible branched surfaces show that 
the train track aBc T can be transversely oriented. This is because a fibered 
neighborhood of the train track is realized as a union of essential curves in the torus 
together with Z-bundles joining the essential curves in such a way that monogons 
are avoided, see [3]. If S, and S2 are surfaces carried by B, then as, and as, are 
carried by the train track aBc T. From the definition of the intersection Z for B 
and aB, clearly az(S,, S,) = Z(aS,,aS,). Since T is connected, az(S,, S,) =O, so 
Z(&S,, a.!$) = 0. The operation Z for curve systems carried by aB is the same as the 
homological intersection of the oriented curves carried by dB. Hence, the oriented 
boundary curves of incompressible surfaces carried by B represent elements of a 
self-annihilating subspace of H,( T; R), under the (nondegenerate) intersection form 
for H,( T; R). Linear algebra shows that the rank of the subspace is ~1, which 
shows that all surfaces carried by B have boundary curves in a single isotopy class 
(if they have any boundary). 0 
The above theorem has generalizations to 3-manifolds with boundary consisting 
of any number of tori, see [3], and to manifolds with arbitrary boundary, see [l]. 
For the latter generalization, one uses the nondegeneracy of Z, regarded as a form 
on the tangent space of the projective lamination space of the boundary surface. 
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